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The Dinosaur Artist
From Lovecraft to Borges to Gaiman, a century of intrepid literary experimentation
has created a corpus of dark and strange stories that transcend all known genre
boundaries. Together these stories form The Weird, and its practitioners include
some of the greatest names in twentieth and twenty-first century literature. Exotic
and esoteric, The Weird plunges you into dark domains and brings you face to face
with surreal monstrosities. You won't find any elves or wizards herebut you will find
the biggest, boldest, and downright most peculiar stories from the last hundred
years bound together in the biggest Weird collection ever assembled. The Weird
features 110 stories by an all-star cast, from literary legends to international
bestsellers to Booker Prize winners: including William Gibson, George R. R. Martin,
Stephen King, Angela Carter, Kelly Link, Franz Kafka, China Miéville, Clive Barker,
Haruki Murakami, M. R. James, Neil Gaiman, Mervyn Peake, and Michael Chabon.
The Weird is the winner of the 2012 World Fantasy Award for Best Anthology At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Darwin's Fossils
Today, any kid can rattle off the names of dozens of dinosaurs. But it took
centuries of scientific effort—and a lot of luck—to discover and establish the
diversity of dinosaur species we now know. How did we learn that Triceratops had
three horns? Why don’t many paleontologists consider Brontosaurus a valid
species? What convinced scientists that modern birds are relatives of ancient
Velociraptor? In The Story of the Dinosaurs in 25 Discoveries, Donald R. Prothero
tells the fascinating stories behind the most important fossil finds and the intrepid
researchers who unearthed them. In twenty-five vivid vignettes, he weaves
together dramatic tales of dinosaur discoveries with what modern science now
knows about the species to which they belong. Prothero takes us from eighteenthcentury sightings of colossal bones taken for biblical giants through recent
discoveries of enormous predators even larger than Tyrannosaurus. He recounts
the escapades of the larger-than-life personalities who made modern paleontology,
including scientific rivalries like the nineteenth-century “Bone Wars.” Prothero also
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details how to draw the boundaries between species and explores debates such as
whether dinosaurs had feathers, explaining the findings that settled them or keep
them going. Throughout, he offers a clear and rigorous look at what paleontologists
consider sound interpretation of evidence. An essential read for any dinosaur lover,
this book teaches us to see an ancient world ruled by giant majestic creatures
anew.

Introduction to Paleobiology and the Fossil Record
Fossils have fascinated humans for centuries. From the smallest diatoms to the
largest dinosaurs, finding a fossil is an exciting and rewarding experience. But
where did they come from, and how long have they been around? These and many
other questions are answered in this remarkable book. The Fossil Book will teach
you about: The origin of fossils How to start your own fossil Collection What kinds
of fossils can be commonly found The age of fossils How scientists find and
preserve fossils How to identify kinds of fossils How the flood affected fossil
formation The Geologic Column Diagram The difference between evolutionists’ and
creationists’ views on fossils The “four Cs” biblical creation The different kinds of
rocks fossils are found in coal and oil formation Learning about fossils, their origins,
and how to collect them can be both fun and educational. The abundance of both
marine and land fossils and the locations they are found in is a fascinating subject
for students of all ages and has been studied by scientists and laypersons alike for
many years. Learn what all the excitement is about!

It's Elementary!
Stories give life and substance to scientific methods and provide an inside look at
scientists in action. Case studies deepen scientific understanding, sharpen criticalthinking skills, and help students see how science relates to their lives. In Science
Stories, Clyde Freeman Herreid, Nancy Schiller, and Ky Herreid have organized
case studies into categories such as historical cases, science and the media, and
ethics and the scientific process. Each case study comprises a story, classroom
discussion questions, teaching notes and background information, objectives, and
common misconceptions about the topic, as well as helpful references. Collegelevel educators and high school teachers will find that this compilation of case
studies will allow students to make connections between the classroom and
everyday life.

The Fossil Record
This book presents a comprehensive overview of the science of thehistory of life.
Paleobiologists bring many analytical tools tobear in interpreting the fossil record
and the book introduces thelatest techniques, from multivariate investigations of
biogeographyand biostratigraphy to engineering analysis of dinosaur skulls,
andfrom homeobox genes to cladistics. All the well-known fossil groups are
included, includingmicrofossils and invertebrates, but an important feature is
thethorough coverage of plants, vertebrates and trace fossils togetherwith
discussion of the origins of both life and the metazoans. Allkey related subjects are
introduced, such as systematics, ecology,evolution and development, stratigraphy
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and their roles inunderstanding where life came from and how it evolved
anddiversified. Unique features of the book are the numerous case studies
fromcurrent research that lead students to the primary literature,analytical and
mathematical explanations and tools, together withassociated problem sets and
practical schedules for instructors andstudents. “..any serious student of geology
who does not pick thisbook off the shelf will be putting themselves at a
hugedisadvantage. The material may be complex, but the text isextremely
accessible and well organized, and the book ought to beessential reading for
palaeontologists at undergraduate,postgraduate and more advanced levels—both
in Britain as wellas in North America.” Falcon-Lang, H., Proc. Geol.Assoc. 2010
“…this is an excellent introduction to palaeontologyin general. It is well structured,
accessibly written andpleasantly informative …..I would recommend this as
astandard reference text to all my students withouthesitation.” David Norman Geol
Mag 2010 Companion website This book includes a companion website at: ahref="
http://www.blackwellpublishing.com/paleobiology"www.blackwellpublishing.com/pa
leobiology/a The website includes: · Anongoing database of additional Practical’s
prepared bythe authors · Figuresfrom the text for downloading · Usefullinks for
each chapter · Updatesfrom the authors

Rereading the Fossil Record
This is the paperback edition of the great pop-paleontology book with the fabulous
art that inspired a show that toured the nation's natural history museums. In its
own way it has inspired many people to take a new look at the fossil record and
imagine creatures and things as they might have been—a blend of word and image
unlike any other. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Fossils
Darwin’s theory of evolution was for more than a century dogged by a major
problem: the evidence proving the connections between the main groups of
organisms was nowhere to be found. By the 1970s this absence of ‘transitional
fossils’ was hotly debated; some palaeontologists wondered if these ‘missing links’
had been so quick that no trace of them was left. However, during the past three
decades fossils of walking whales from Pakistan, feathered dinosaurs from China,
fish with feet from the Arctic Circle, ape-like humans from Africa, and many more
bizarre creatures that fill in crucial gaps in our understanding of evolution have all
been unearthed. The first account of the hunt for evolution’s ‘missing links’,
Written in Stone shows how these discoveries have revolutionised palaeontology,
and explores what its findings might mean for our place on earth.

Footprints
In this 2018 New York Times Notable Book, Paige Williams "does for fossils what
Susan Orlean did for orchids" (Book Riot) in her account of one Florida man's
reckless attempt to sell a dinosaur skeleton from Mongolia--a story "steeped in
natural history, human nature, commerce, crime, science, and politics" (Rebecca
Skloot). In 2012, a New York auction catalogue boasted an unusual offering: "a
superb Tyrannosaurus skeleton." In fact, Lot 49135 consisted of a nearly complete
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T. bataar, a close cousin to the most famous animal that ever lived. The fossils now
on display in a Manhattan event space had been unearthed in Mongolia, more than
6,000 miles away. At eight-feet high and twenty-four feet long, the specimen was
spectacular, and when the gavel sounded, the winning bid was over $1 million. Eric
Prokopi, a thirty-eight-year-old Floridian, was the man who had brought this
extraordinary skeleton to market. A onetime collegiate-level swimmer who spent
his teenage years diving for shark teeth, Prokopi's singular obsession with fossils
fueled a thriving business hunting, preparing, and selling specimens, to clients
ranging from natural history museums to avid private collectors like actors
Leonardo DiCaprio and Nicolas Cage. But there was a problem. This time, facing
financial strain, had Prokopi gone too far? As the T. bataar went to auction, a
network of paleontologists alerted the government of Mongolia to the eye-catching
lot. An international custody battle ensued, and Prokopi watched his own world
unravel. In the tradition of The Orchid Thief, The Dinosaur Artist is a stunning work
of narrative journalism about humans' relationship with natural history and a
seemingly intractable conflict between science and commerce. A story that
stretches from Florida's Land O' Lakes to the Gobi Desert, The Dinosaur Artist
illuminates the history of fossil collecting--a murky, sometimes risky business,
populated by eccentrics and obsessives, where the lines between poacher and
hunter, collector and smuggler, enthusiast and opportunist, can easily blur. In her
first book, Paige Williams has given readers an irresistible story that spans
continents, cultures, and millennia as she examines the question of who,
ultimately, owns the past.

Strategies for Teaching Science, Levels K-5
The travels of a paleontologist and an artist as they drive across the American
West in search of fossils. Throughout their journey, they encounter "paleonerds"
like themselves, people dedicated to finding everything from suburban T. rexes to
ancient fossilized forests.

Evolution's Bite
In 2004 a traditional Colorado elementary school became National School Library
Media Program of the Year. How did they do it? In IT's Elementary! Integrating
Technology in the Primary Grades instructional technology specialist Boni Hamilton
offers an insider's view of her school's award-winning makeover. Guiding readers
through the process of planning and implementing an integrated technology
program on a shoestring budget, Hamilton discusses hardware procurement, lab
design, curricular remodeling, classroom management, and the importance of a
collaborative approach--all with an eye toward developing exciting, standardsbased activities for our youngest digital natives. Also available: Differentiating
Instruction with Technology in K-5 Classrooms - ISBN 1564842339 What Works in
K-12 Online Learning - ISBN 1564842363 About the Author Boni Hamilton has been
writing and teaching for more than 25 years. She has taught all ages, from
preschoolers to adults, and in a variety of contexts, from regular K-12 classrooms
to special education, gifted/talented, and ESL classrooms. She received an MA in
Educational Leadership from the University of Northern Colorado. Currently, Boni is
Assistant Director for Instructional Technology for Littleton Public Schools in
Littleton, Colorado.
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Spying on Whales
A book for everyone fascinated by the huge beasts that once roamed the earth,
Rhinoceros Giants: The Paleobiology of the Indricotheres introduces a prime
candidate for the largest land mammal that ever lived--the giant hornless
rhinoceros, Indricotherium. These massive animals lived in Asia and Eurasia for
more than 14 million years, about 37 to 23 million years ago. They had skulls 2
metres / 6 feet long, stood over 7 meters / 22 feet high at the shoulder, and were
nearly twice as heavy as the largest elephant ever recorded, tipping the scales at
20,000 kg / 44,100 pounds. Fortunately, the big brutes were vegetarians, although
they must have made predators think twice before trying to bring them down. In
this book for lovers of ancient creatures great and small, Donald R. Prothero tells
their story, from their discovery by palaeontologists just a century ago to the latest
research on how they lived and died, with some interesting side trips along the
way.

Bobcat and Other Stories
A study of the Burgess Shale, a sea bed 530 million years old, and attempts to
tackle what the findings are and what it means

The Fossil Hunter
What teeth can tell us about human evolution, development, and behavior. Our
teeth have intriguing stories to tell. These sophisticated time machines record
growth, diet, and evolutionary history as clearly as tree rings map a redwood's
lifespan. Each day of childhood is etched into tooth crowns and roots—capturing
birth, nursing history, environmental clues, and illnesses. The study of ancient,
fossilized teeth sheds light on how our ancestors grew up, how we evolved, and
how prehistoric cultural transitions continue to affect humans today. In The Tales
Teeth Tell, biological anthropologist Tanya Smith offers an engaging and surprising
look at what teeth tell us about the evolution of primates—including our own
uniqueness. Humans' impressive set of varied teeth provides a multipurpose toolkit
honed by the diet choices of our mammalian ancestors. Fossil teeth, highly
resilient because of their substantial mineral content, are all that is left of some
long-extinct species. Smith explains how researchers employ painstaking
techniques to coax microscopic secrets from these enigmatic remains. Counting
tiny daily lines provides a way to estimate age that is more powerful than any
other forensic technique. Dental plaque—so carefully removed by dental hygienists
today—records our ancestors' behavior and health in the form of fossilized food
particles and bacteria, including their DNA. Smith also traces the grisly origins of
dentistry, reveals that the urge to pick one's teeth is not unique to humans, and
illuminates the age-old pursuit of “dental art.” The book is generously illustrated
with original photographs, many in color.

Seven Skeletons
"An engrossing tale of obsession, adventure and scientific reasoning." —Betty Ann
Kevles, Los Angeles Times In the winter of 1938, a fishing boat by chance dragged
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from the Indian Ocean a fish thought extinct for 70 million years. It was a
coelacanth, which thrived concurrently with dinosaurs and pterodactyls—an animal
of major importance to those who study the history of vertebrate life. Living Fossil
describes the life and habitat of the coelcanth and what scientists have learned
about it during fifty years of research. It is an exciting and very human story, filled
with ambitious and brilliant people, that reveals much about the practice of
modern science.

The Story of the Dinosaurs in 25 Discoveries
A profound meditation on climate change and the Anthropocene and an urgent
search for the fossils—industrial, chemical, geological—that humans are leaving
behind What will the world look like in ten thousand years—or ten million? What
kinds of stories will be told about us? In Footprints: In Search of Future Fossils, the
award-winning author David Farrier explores the traces we will leave for the very
distant future. Modern civilization has created objects and landscapes with the
potential to endure through deep time, whether it is plastic polluting the oceans
and nuclear waste sealed within the earth or the 30 million miles of roads spanning
the planet. Our carbon could linger in the atmosphere for 100,000 years, and the
remains of our cities will still exist millions of years from now as a layer in the rock.
These future fossils have the potential to reveal much about how we lived in the
twenty-first century. Crossing the boundaries of literature, art, and science,
Footprints invites us to think about how we will be remembered in the myths and
stories of our distant descendants. Traveling from the Baltic Sea to the Great
Barrier Reef, and from an ice-core laboratory in Tasmania to Shanghai, one of the
world’s biggest cities, Farrier describes a world that is changing rapidly, with
consequences beyond the scope of human understanding. As much a message of
hope as a warning, Footprints will not only alter how you think about the future; it
will change how you see the world today.

Wonderful Life: The Burgess Shale and the Nature of History
The theory of evolution unites the past, present, and future of living things. It puts
humanity’s place in the universe into necessary perspective. Despite a history of
controversy, the evidence for evolution continues to accumulate as a result of
many separate strands of amazing scientific sleuthing. In The Story of Evolution in
25 Discoveries, Donald R. Prothero explores the most fascinating breakthroughs in
piecing together the evidence for evolution. In twenty-five vignettes, he recounts
the dramatic stories of the people who made crucial discoveries, placing each
moment in the context of what it represented for the progress of science. He
tackles topics like what it means to see evolution in action and what the many
transitional fossils show us about evolution, following figures from Darwin to lesserknown researchers as they unlock the mysteries of the fossil record, the earth, and
the universe. The book also features the stories of animal species strange and
familiar, including humans—and our ties to some of our closest relatives and more
distant cousins. Prothero’s wide-ranging tales showcase awe-inspiring and bizarre
aspects of nature and the powerful insights they give us into the way that life
works. Brisk and entertaining while firmly grounded in fundamental science, The
Story of Evolution in 25 Discoveries is a captivating read for anyone curious about
the evidence for evolution and what it means for humanity.
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A History of Life in 100 Fossils
Explore Darwin's pioneering work on fossils in this richly illustrated book. In On the
Origin of Species Charles Darwin credited his discoveries of fossils, as much as
those of living creatures, as the stimulus for his theory of evolution. Darwin's
Fossils is an accessible account of his pioneering work on fossils, his adventures in
South America and his relations with the scientific establishment. While Darwin's
work on Galapagos finches is celebrated, his pioneering work on fossils is much
less well known. He was the first to collect the remains of giant extinct South
American mammals; he worked out how coral reefs and atolls formed; he
excavated and explained marine fossils high in the Andes; and he discovered a
fossil forest that now bears his name. All of this was fundamental in leading him to
his theory of evolution. Many of Darwin's fossils survive, at the Natural History
Museum and elsewhere, and recent years have seen a surge of scientific interest
and research into them. Richly illustrated with new photography of many of the
fossils, superb line drawings produced in the 19th century, and newlycommissioned artists' reconstructions of the extinct animals as understood today,
Darwin's Fossils reveals how fossils played a crucial role in the development of his
revolutionary ideas.

Rhinoceros Giants
A History of Life in 100 Fossils showcases 100 key fossils that together illustrate
the evolution of life on earth. Iconic specimens have been selected from the
renowned collections of the two premier natural history museums in the world, the
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, and the Natural History Museum, London. The
fossils ahve been chosen not only for their importance in the history of life, but also
because of the visual story they tell. This stunning book is perfect for all readers
because its clear explanations and beautiful photographs illuminate the
significance of these amazing pieces, including 500 million-year-old Burgess Shale
fossils that provide a window into early animal life in the sea, insects encapsulated
by amber, the first fossil bird Archaeopteryx, and the remains of our own
ancestors.

The Tales Teeth Tell
Planet Ocean
Every fossil tells a story. Best-selling paleontology author Donald R. Prothero
describes twenty-five famous, beautifully preserved fossils in a gripping scientific
history of life on Earth. Recounting the adventures behind the discovery of these
objects and fully interpreting their significance within the larger fossil record,
Prothero creates a riveting history of life on our planet. The twenty-five fossils
portrayed in this book catch animals in their evolutionary splendor as they
transition from one kind of organism to another. We witness extinct plants and
animals of microscopic and immense size and thrilling diversity. We learn about
fantastic land and sea creatures that have no match in nature today. Along the
way, we encounter such fascinating fossils as the earliest trilobite, Olenellus; the
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giant shark Carcharocles; the "fishibian" Tiktaalik; the "Frogamander" and the
"Turtle on the Half-Shell"; enormous marine reptiles and the biggest dinosaurs
known; the first bird, Archaeopteryx; the walking whale Ambulocetus; the gigantic
hornless rhinoceros Paraceratherium, the largest land mammal that ever lived; and
the Australopithecus nicknamed "Lucy," the oldest human skeleton. We meet the
scientists and adventurers who pioneered paleontology and learn about the larger
intellectual and social contexts in which their discoveries were made. Finally, we
find out where to see these splendid fossils in the world's great museums. Ideal for
all who love prehistoric landscapes and delight in the history of science, this book
makes a treasured addition to any bookshelf, stoking curiosity in the evolution of
life on Earth.

Evolutionary History of Bats
What happened, how it happened, and when. Ten expert contributors tell the story.

Evolution
Over the past twenty years, paleontologists have made tremendous fossil
discoveries, including fossils that mark the growth of whales, manatees, and seals
from land mammals and the origins of elephants, horses, and rhinos. Today there
exists an amazing diversity of fossil humans, suggesting we walked upright long
before we acquired large brains, and new evidence from molecules that enable
scientists to decipher the tree of life as never before. The fossil record is now one
of the strongest lines of evidence for evolution. In this engaging and richly
illustrated book, Donald R. Prothero weaves an entertaining though intellectually
rigorous history out of the transitional forms and series that dot the fossil record.
Beginning with a brief discussion of the nature of science and the "monkey
business of creationism," Prothero tackles subjects ranging from flood geology and
rock dating to neo-Darwinism and macroevolution. He covers the ingredients of the
primordial soup, the effects of communal living, invertebrate transitions, the
development of the backbone, the reign of the dinosaurs, the mammalian
explosion, and the leap from chimpanzee to human. Prothero pays particular
attention to the recent discovery of "missing links" that complete the fossil timeline
and details the debate between biologists over the mechanisms driving the
evolutionary process. Evolution is an absorbing combination of firsthand
observation, scientific discovery, and trenchant analysis. With the teaching of
evolution still an issue, there couldn't be a better moment for a book clarifying the
nature and value of fossil evidence. Widely recognized as a leading expert in his
field, Prothero demonstrates that the transformation of life on this planet is far
more awe inspiring than the narrow view of extremists.

Written in Stone (Icon Science)
Every rock is a tangible trace of the earth’s past. The Story of the Earth in 25 Rocks
tells the fascinating stories behind the discoveries that shook the foundations of
geology. In twenty-five chapters—each about a particular rock, outcrop, or geologic
phenomenon—Donald R. Prothero recounts the scientific detective work that
shaped our understanding of geology, from the unearthing of exemplary
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specimens to tectonic shifts in how we view the inner workings of our planet.
Prothero follows in the footsteps of the scientists who asked—and
answered—geology’s biggest questions: How do we know how old the earth is?
What happened to the supercontinent Pangea? How did ocean rocks end up at the
top of Mount Everest? What can we learn about our planet from meteorites and
moon rocks? He answers these questions through expertly chosen case studies,
such as Pliny the Younger’s firsthand account of the eruption of Vesuvius; the
granite outcrops that led a Scottish scientist to theorize that the landscapes he
witnessed were far older than Noah’s Flood; the salt and gypsum deposits under
the Mediterranean Sea that indicate that it was once a desert; and how trying to
date the age of meteorites revealed the dangers of lead poisoning. Each of these
breakthroughs filled in a piece of the greater puzzle that is the earth, with scientific
discoveries dovetailing with each other to offer an increasingly coherent image of
the geologic past. Summarizing a wealth of information in an entertaining,
approachable style, The Story of the Earth in 25 Rocks is essential reading for the
armchair geologist, the rock hound, and all who are curious about the earth
beneath their feet.

The Ceratopsia
Whales are among the largest, most intelligent, deepest diving species to have
ever lived on our planet. We have hunted them for thousands of years and
scratched their icons into our mythologies. They simultaneously fill us with waves
of terror, awe and affection - yet we know hardly anything about them. Whales
tend to only enter our awareness when they die, struck by a ship or stranded in the
surf. They evolved from land-roaming, dog-like creatures into animals that move
like fish, breathe like us, can grow to 300,000 pounds, live 200 years and roam
entire ocean basins. Yet despite centuries of observing whales, we know little
about their evolutionary past. Palaeontologist Nick Pyenson takes us to the ends of
the earth and to the cutting edge of whale research as he searches for the answers
to some of our biggest questions about these graceful giants. His rich storytelling
takes us deep inside the Smithsonian's unparalleled fossil collection, to frigid
Antarctic waters, and to the arid desert of Chile, where scientists race against time
to document the largest fossil whalebone site on earth. Spying on Whales is an
illuminating story of scientific discovery that brings readers closer to the most
enigmatic and beloved animals of all time.

The Story of Evolution in 25 Discoveries
Griffins, Cyclopes, Monsters, and Giants--these fabulous creatures of classical
mythology continue to live in the modern imagination through the vivid accounts
that have come down to us from the ancient Greeks and Romans. But what if these
beings were more than merely fictions? What if monstrous creatures once roamed
the earth in the very places where their legends first arose? This is the arresting
and original thesis that Adrienne Mayor explores in The First Fossil Hunters.
Through careful research and meticulous documentation, she convincingly shows
that many of the giants and monsters of myth did have a basis in fact--in the
enormous bones of long-extinct species that were once abundant in the lands of
the Greeks and Romans. As Mayor shows, the Greeks and Romans were well aware
that a different breed of creatures once inhabited their lands. They frequently
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encountered the fossilized bones of these primeval beings, and they developed
sophisticated concepts to explain the fossil evidence, concepts that were
expressed in mythological stories. The legend of the gold-guarding griffin, for
example, sprang from tales first told by Scythian gold-miners, who, passing
through the Gobi Desert at the foot of the Altai Mountains, encountered the
skeletons of Protoceratops and other dinosaurs that littered the ground. Like their
modern counterparts, the ancient fossil hunters collected and measured
impressive petrified remains and displayed them in temples and museums; they
attempted to reconstruct the appearance of these prehistoric creatures and to
explain their extinction. Long thought to be fantasy, the remarkably detailed and
perceptive Greek and Roman accounts of giant bone finds were actually based on
solid paleontological facts. By reading these neglected narratives for the first time
in the light of modern scientific discoveries, Adrienne Mayor illuminates a lost
world of ancient paleontology.

The Language of God
Whether we realize it or not, we carry in our mouths the legacy of our evolution.
Our teeth are like living fossils that can be studied and compared to those of our
ancestors to teach us how we became human. In Evolution’s Bite, noted
paleoanthropologist Peter Ungar brings together for the first time cutting-edge
advances in understanding human evolution with new approaches to uncovering
dietary clues from fossil teeth. The result is a remarkable investigation into the
ways that teeth—their shape, chemistry, and wear—reveal how we came to be.
Traveling the four corners of the globe and combining scientific breakthroughs with
vivid narrative, Evolution’s Bite presents a unique dental perspective on our
astonishing human development.

Evolution
Evolutionists rely on the fossil record for support of their theory, but what does that
record really reveal? ICR geologist Dr. John Morris and zoologist Frank Sherwin
unearth the evidence of earth's history and conclude that the fossil record is
incompatible with evolution, but remarkably consistent with the biblical account of
creation and the great Flood of Noah's day.

Ivy and Bean Break the Fossil Record
"Wise and funny . . . [A] near-perfect collection." —Entertainment Weekly Rebecca
Lee, one of our most gifted and original short story writers, guides readers into a
range of landscapes, both foreign and domestic, crafting stories as rich as novels.
A student plagiarizes a paper and holds fast to her alibi until she finds herself
complicit in the resurrection of one professor's shadowy past. A dinner party
becomes the occasion for the dissolution of more than one marriage. A woman is
hired to find a wife for the one true soulmate she's ever found. In all, Rebecca Lee
traverses the terrain of infidelity, obligation, sacrifice, jealousy, and yet finally,
optimism. Showing people at their most vulnerable, Lee creates characters so
wonderfully flawed, so driven by their desire, so compelled to make sense of their
human condition, that it's impossible not to feel for them when their fragile belief
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in romantic love, domestic bliss, or academic seclusion fails to provide them with
the sort of force field they'd expected.

The Fossil Book
Developed for grades K-5, this rich resource provides teachers with practical
strategies to enhance science instruction. Strategies and model lessons are
provided in each of the following overarching topics: inquiry and exploration,
critical thinking and questioning, real-world applications, integrating the content
areas and technology, and assessment. Research-based information and
management techniques are also provided to support teachers as they implement
the strategies within this resource. This resource supports core concepts of STEM
instruction.

Science Stories
All organisms and species are transitory, yet life endures. The origin, extinction,
and evolution of species—interconnected in the web of life as "eternal
ephemera"—are the concern of evolutionary biology. In this riveting work,
renowned paleontologist Niles Eldredge follows leading thinkers as they have
wrestled for more than two hundred years with the eternal skein of life composed
of ephemeral beings, revitalizing evolutionary science with their own, more
resilient findings. Eldredge begins in France with the naturalist Jean-Baptiste
Lamarck, who in 1801 first framed the overarching question about the emergence
of new species. The Italian geologist Giambattista Brocchi followed, bringing in
geology and paleontology to expand the question. In 1825, at the University of
Edinburgh, Robert Grant and Robert Jameson introduced the astounding ideas
formulated by Lamarck and Brocchi to a young medical student named Charles
Darwin. Who can doubt that Darwin left for his voyage on the Beagle in 1831 filled
with thoughts about these daring new explanations for the "transmutation" of
species. Eldredge revisits Darwin's early insights into evolution in South America
and his later synthesis of knowledge into a theory of the origin of species. He then
considers the ideas of more recent evolutionary thinkers, such as George Gaylord
Simpson, Ernst Mayr, and Theodosius Dobzhansky, as well as the young and brash
Niles Eldredge and Steven Jay Gould, who set science afire with their concept of
punctuated equilibria. Filled with insights into evolutionary biology and told with a
rich affection for the scientific arena, this book celebrates the organic, vital
relationship between scientific thinking and its subjects.

Evolution
At a time when women were excluded from science, a young girl made a discovery
that marked the birth of paleontology and continues to feed the debate about
evolution to this day. Mary Anning was only twelve years old when, in 1811, she
discovered the first dinosaur skeleton--of an ichthyosaur--while fossil hunting on
the cliffs of Lyme Regis, England. Until Mary's incredible discovery, it was widely
believed that animals did not become extinct. The child of a poor family, Mary
became a fossil hunter, inspiring the tongue-twister, "She Sells Sea Shells by the
Seashore." She attracted the attention of fossil collectors and eventually the
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scientific world. Once news of the fossils reached the halls of academia, it became
impossible to ignore the truth. Mary's peculiar finds helped lay the groundwork for
Charles Darwin's theory of evolution, laid out in his On the Origin of Species.
Darwin drew on Mary's fossilized creatures as irrefutable evidence that life in the
past was nothing like life in the present. A story worthy of Dickens, The Fossil
Hunter chronicles the life of this young girl, with dirt under her fingernails and not
a shilling to buy dinner, who became a world-renowned paleontologist. Dickens
himself said of Mary: "The carpenter's daughter has won a name for herself, and
deserved to win it." Here at last, Shelley Emling returns Mary Anning, of whom
Stephen J. Gould remarked, is "probably the most important unsung (or
inadequately sung) collecting force in the history of paleontology," to her deserved
place in history.

Living Fossil: The Story of the Coelacanth
An irresistible journey of discovery, science, history, and myth making, told
through the lives and afterlives of seven famous human ancestors Over the last
century, the search for human ancestors has spanned four continents and resulted
in the discovery of hundreds of fossils. While most of these discoveries live quietly
in museum collections, there are a few that have become world-renowned celebrity
personas—ambassadors of science that speak to public audiences. In Seven
Skeletons, historian of science Lydia Pyne explores how seven such famous fossils
of our ancestors have the social cachet they enjoy today. Drawing from archives,
museums, and interviews, Pyne builds a cultural history for each celebrity
fossil—from its discovery to its afterlife in museum exhibits to its legacy in popular
culture. These seven include the three-foot tall “hobbit” from Flores, the
Neanderthal of La Chapelle, the Taung Child, the Piltdown Man hoax, Peking Man,
Australopithecus sediba, and Lucy—each embraced and celebrated by generations,
and vivid examples of how discoveries of how our ancestors have been received,
remembered, and immortalized. With wit and insight, Pyne brings to life each
fossil, and how it is described, put on display, and shared among scientific
communities and the broader public. This fascinating, endlessly entertaining book
puts the impact of paleoanthropology into new context, a reminder of how our past
as a species continues to affect, in astounding ways, our present culture and
imagination. From the Hardcover edition.

The Story of Life in 25 Fossils
Crusin' the Fossil Freeway
Expanded edition of definitive guide for professionals and amateurs presents
valuable information about finding, preserving, and studying fossils. Over 1,500
drawings and photographs. "Readable . . . and remarkably comprehensive." —
Chicago Sunday Tribune.

Eternal Ephemera
Explores the rich evolutionary history of bats from multiple perspectives,
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presenting some of the most remarkable discoveries involving fossil bats.

The First Fossil Hunters
Prehistoric life is the archive of evolution preserved in thefossil record. This book
focuses on the meaning andsignificance of that archive and is designed for
introductorycollege science students, including non-science majors, enrolled
insurvey courses emphasizing paleontology, geology and biology. From the origins
of animals to the evolution of rap music, fromancient mass extinctions to the
current biodiversity crisis, andfrom the Snowball Earth to present day climate
change this bookcovers it, with an eye towards showing how past life on Earth
putsthe modern world into its proper context. The history of life andthe patterns
and processes of evolution are especially emphasized,as are the interconnections
between our planet, its climate system,and its varied life forms. The book does not
just describe thehistory of life, but uses actual examples from life’s historyto
illustrate important concepts and theories.

The Fossil Book
Although fossils have provided some of the most important evidence for evolution,
the discipline of paleontology has not always had a central place in evolutionary
biology. Beginning in Darwin's day, and for much of the twentieth century,
paleontologists were often regarded as mere fossil collectors by many evolutionary
biologists, their attempts to contribute to evolutionary theory ignored or regarded
with scorn. In the 1950s, however, paleontologists began mounting a countermovement that insisted on the valid, important, and original contribution of
paleontology to evolutionary theory. This movement, called “paleobiology” by its
proponents, advocated for an approach to the fossil record that was theoretical,
quantitative, and oriented towards explaining the broad patterns of evolution and
extinction in the history of life. Rereading the Fossil Record provides, as never
before, a historical account of the origin, rise, and importance of paleobiology,
from the mid-nineteenth century to the late 1980s. Drawing on a wealth of archival
material, David Sepkoski shows how the movement was conceived and promoted
by a small but influential group of paleontologists—including Stephen Jay Gould
and Niles Eldredge, among others—and examines the intellectual, disciplinary, and
political dynamics involved in the ascendency of paleobiology. By emphasizing the
close relationship between paleobiology and other evolutionary disciplines, this
book writes a new chapter in the history of evolutionary biology, while also offering
insights into the dynamics of disciplinary change in modern science.

The Weird
World record fever grips the second grade, and soon Ivy and Bean are trying to set
their own record by becoming the youngest people to have ever discovered a
dinosaur. But how hard is it to find one? Includes bonus material! - Sneak peek
chapter from the next book in the Ivy + Bean series Ivy and Bean Take Care of the
Babysitter by Annie Barrows, illustrated by Sophie Blackall

The Story of the Earth in 25 Rocks
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Dr Francis S. Collins, head of the Human Genome Project, is one of the world's
leading scientists, working at the cutting edge of the study of DNA, the code of life.
Yet he is also a man of unshakable faith in God. How does he reconcile the
seemingly unreconcilable? In THE LANGUAGE OF GOD he explains his own journey
from atheism to faith, and then takes the reader on a stunning tour of modern
science to show that physics, chemistry and biology -- indeed, reason itself -- are
not incompatible with belief. His book is essential reading for anyone who wonders
about the deepest questions of all: why are we here? How did we get here? And
what does life mean?

Prehistoric Life
Draws on the latest scientific information to recreate the story of life on Earth, with
introductory articles on evolution and an index to the hundreds of species depicted
in the illustrations.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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